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Message from the sheriff

As this year’s annual report highlights, LVMPD and our 

community have a positive story to tell for 2019, full of 

great achievements which have made our jurisdiction 

safer and more secure.  

Last year we reduced violent crime (UCR Part 1 

Offenses) by 16%, and the murder rate plunged 

by 33%—an extraordinary feat. Again, we saw a 

momentous decline in violence within our most 

vulnerable neighborhoods. That’s welcome news as 

we consider the growth in Southern Nevada, and it 

assures us that our deployment strategies are proving 

effective. Undoubtedly, the increase in police officers 

from the “More Cops” funding has been well-worth 

the investment.  

Today, through preventative policing and active 

enforcement, fewer victims are struggling with 

traumatization. We have effectively partnered with 

many community stakeholders to provide support 

for residents struggling with crime and quality-of-life 

issues. In our efforts, LVMPD achieved an impressive 

decrease in robberies. Likewise, we saw a drastic drop 

in the number of shooting victims. 

LVMPD continued to push innovation in 2019. With 

the help of our elected officials, we expanded our 

gunshot detection technology, enabling police officers 

to respond more quickly and precisely to potential gun 

crimes across the valley. 

As an example of successful collaboration with other 

agencies, our Traffic Bureau teamed with Nevada 

Highway Patrol to target the problem of impaired 

driving.  Likewise, our Southeast Area Command 

welcomed Nevada Parole and Probation officers into 

the station to push a new strategy for apprehending 

violent criminals.  

As we move into 2020, we will remain focused on 

providing a high level of service and deterring violent 

crime. Along these lines, we are excited to have 

recently opened Summerlin Area Command. The 

new substation serves a rapidly growing community, 

helping us improve upon our presence in the area.

As the decade closes, I am truly appreciative of the 

support we receive for our vision to be the safest 

community in America.  I also want to give credit to the 

men and women of LVMPD who worked tremendously 

hard over the course of 2019, displaying a steadfast 

commitment to our citizens.  

Thank you again,

Joseph Lombardo, Sheriff

Next Title Information 
Scelerisque sed, lacinia in, mi. Cras vel lorem. Etiam 

pellentesque aliquet tellus. Phasellus pharetra nulla ac 

diam. Quisque semper justo at risus. Donec venenatis, 

turpis vel hendrerit interdum, dui ligula ultricies purus.
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Jurisdiction

  2018 2019

Square Miles  ........................... 7,560 ............. 7,560

Jurisdiction Population ...... 1,603,819 ...... 1,690,019

Clark County Population ... 2,284,616 ...... 2,293,391

Nevada Population ........... 3,034,392 ...... 3,112,937

Tourist Volume ................ 42,116,800 .... 42,523,700

Convention Attendance .... 6,501,800 ...... 6,649,100

Area Command and Sector Beat Boundaries

LVMPD Jurisdictions
within Clark County, NV

Resident Areas
DISTRICT I
DISTRICT II
DISTRICT III
LAUGHLIN
NOT SERVICED BY RO
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FINANCIAL FACT SHEET

POLICE OPERATING FUND BUDGET FY 2018/2019 FY 2019/2020

LVMPD Generated ....................................................................... $159,218,604  .............................  $168,466,977 

Airport Contract ............................................................................. $23,480,253  ...............................  $25,185,683 

City Contribution ......................................................................... $149,939,948  .............................  $156,836,411 

County Contribution ..................................................................... $261,543,420  .............................  $278,814,275 

Fund Balance Contribution (Addition) ................................................ $6,889,973  .................................  $2,661,356 

TOTAL REVENUES ................................................................  $601,072,198  ..........................  $631,964,702 

Salaries  ..................................................................................... $351,310,958 ..............................  $362,682,912

Benefits  ..................................................................................... $165,645,403 ..............................  $180,287,660

Services/Supplies ........................................................................... $76,495,434 ................................  $80,957,555

Capital  ......................................................................................... $7,620,403 ..................................  $7,036,575

Transfers Out ................................................................................................. $0 ..................................  $1,000,000

TOTAL EXPENDITURES ........................................................  $601,072,198  ..........................  $631,964,702 

DETENTION BUDGET FY 2018/2019 FY 2019/2020

Salaries/Wages .............................................................................$134,357,547  ..............................$143,212,985 

Employee Benefits ...........................................................................$59,182,996  ................................$64,246,972 

Services/Supplies ............................................................................$60,279,713  ................................$49,693,595 

Capital Outlay [1] .............................................................................$1,419,963  ..................................$2,340,676 

Transfers Out [2] ............................................................................................ $0  ................................$16,738,677 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES .........................................................$255,240,219  ........................... $276,232,905 

[1] This includes items such as vehicle replacements, IT equipment/system upgrades, and facility/equipment improvements.

[2] This represents the annual debt payment for the purchase of the North Valley Complex.

Financial statistics

 Salaries 57.4 %

 Benefits 28.5 %

 Services 12.8 %

 Capital 1.1 %

 Transfers Out 0.2 %
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AUTHORIZED FULL-TIME POSITIONS

POLICE EMPLOYEE POSITIONS* FY 2018/2019 FY 2019/2020

Police Officers ........................................................................................... 3,218  ..........................................  3,300 

Civilians ................................................................................................... 1,333  ..........................................  1,359 

TOTAL ..............................................................................................  4,551  .......................................  4,659 

Officers per 1,000 Residents.........................................................................2.00 ..............................................2.00

DETENTION EMPLOYEE POSITIONS* FY 2018/2019 FY 2019/2020

Corrections Officers ..................................................................................... 891  .............................................  929 

Civilians ...................................................................................................... 326  .............................................  345 

County Employee Positions ............................................................................. 51  ...............................................  33 

TOTAL ..............................................................................................  1,268  .......................................  1,307 

* Includes positions funded with Operating, More Cops, Crime Prevention and E-911 Funds.

OFFICIAL BUDGETARY POPULATION NUMBERS FY 2018/2019 FY 2019/2020
 (2017 Estimates) (2018 Estimates)

Jurisdiction Population ........................................................................ 1,612,811  ...................................  1,653,786 

County Population.............................................................................. 2,193,818  ...................................  2,251,175 

Commissioner
Larry Brown

Councilman
Cedric Crear 

Chair
William McBeath

Commissioner
James Gibson

Councilman
Stavros Anthony

Personnel statistics
COMMITTEE ON FISCAL AFFAIRS

Fiscal oversight of all LVMPD budget 

and financial matters is provided by a 

committee of five representatives: two 

from the City of Las Vegas Council, two 

from the Clark County Commission 

and an additional member from the 

general public. Monthly meetings ensure 

accountability and responsibility by each 

participating governmental entity.
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   Clark County Clark County
   Workforce 2010 Population 2010

Gender Total Percent Census¹ Census¹

Female 1,997 33.6% 59.4% 50.1%

Male 3,952 66.4% 40.6% 49.9%

Total 5,949 100% 100% 100%

Staffing Level - Total Employees
Gender/Ethnic Distribution

FY2019-2020 2nd Quarter Ending 12-31-2019

Diversity

     Clark County Clark County
     Workforce Population

Ethnicity Female Male Total Percent Census2 Census1

White 1,074 2,468 3,542 59.5% 60.5% 42.7%

Hispanic 404 691 1,095 18.4% 17.3% 31.3%

Black 242 352 594 10.0% 10.7% 12.5%

Asian 128 218 346 5.8% 7.7% 10.5%

2 or More 108 159 267 4.5% 1.4% 4.7%

American Indian or
Alaskan Native 14 19 33 0.6% 0.6% 1.2%

Native Hawaiian and
Pacific Islander 27 45 72 1.2% 0.7% 0.9%

Total 1,997 3,952 5,949 100% 99% 104%

¹Information received from  United States Census Bureau 2010 - Estimates 2013-2017    
     
²Information received from United States Census Bureau 2010- EEO Tabulation 2006-2010 American Community Survey
http://factfinder/census.gov      
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How 'more cops' is paying off

The future of 795 officers hung in the balance as 

Nevada’s 80th legislative session commenced. 

A tax that underwrote the hiring and continued 

employment of police officers to serve the exploding 

population in Southern Nevada was due to expire in 

2025. If the legislature did not act, the “More Cops” 

sales tax would end, and the money to fund roughly 

one-fourth of LVMPD’s officers would soon fade away.

The supporters of cops out on the street understood 

what was at stake. Historically, crime has risen as 

the number of officers has dipped. When the “More 

Cops” tax initially passed, the resulting increase of 

officers per capita tellingly led to a reduction in crime. 

In contrast, when the economic downturn led to a 

hiring freeze, staffing was reduced and crime climbed 

upward.

 

During the economic rebound in 2015, the last 

portion of the “More Cops” tax was approved by 

local government, and with the subsequent hiring 

of officers, LVMPD moved closer to the goal of two 

officers per 1,000 residents.

Steadily voicing the need to maintain what had been 

achieved, Sheriff Joseph Lombardo urged legislators 

to consider removing the sunset provision of the “More 

Cops” tax. Legislators understood how indispensable 

police officers are in abating crime and voted to lift the 

provision permanently. 

“We are grateful to our state and local leaders for 

recognizing the value in maintaining an officer to 

population ratio that provides us the resources to 

protect our residents and visitors,” said LVMPD Chief 

Financial Officer Richard Hoggan.  With funding 

secured into the future, LVMPD can allocate resources 

to the mission of protecting and serving citizens. 
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SUPPORT DIVISION 2018 2019 % Change

Total Dispatched Events ................................................................................ 491,363 ........................... 472,505 ............................. -3.84%

9-1-1 Calls Answered ............................................................................... 1,062,572 ........................ 1,164,500 .............................. 9.59%

Total Calls Received .................................................................................. 2,804,916 ........................ 3,116,904 ............................ 11.12%

Telephonic Reports Taken ................................................................................. 9,083 ............................... 8,999 ............................. -0.92%

Work Cards Issued ......................................................................................... 22,472 ............................. 25,360 ............................ 12.85%

Convicted Person Registrations .......................................................................... 2,865 ............................... 3,029 .............................. 5.72%

CCW Applications Received ............................................................................ 16,525 ............................. 15,745 ............................. -4.72%

INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES DIVISION

Homicide Arrests ................................................................................................... 95 .................................... 73 ........................... -23.16%

Repeat Offenders Target Arrests ........................................................................... 366 .................................. 357 ............................. -2.46%

Fugitive Arrests ................................................................................................... 234 .................................. 233 ............................. -0.43%

Narcotics Section Arrests ..................................................................................... 629 .................................. 507 ........................... -19.40%

Crime Scenes Processed ................................................................................... 9,733 ............................... 9,397 ............................. -3.45%

DNA Samples Received .................................................................................. 13,709 ............................. 13,096 ............................. -4.47%

DNA Samples Processed ................................................................................ 13,145 ............................. 12,477 ............................. -5.08%

Firearms/Toolmarks Requests Received .............................................................. 3,939 ............................... 4,734 ............................ 20.18%

Firearms/Toolmarks Processed .......................................................................... 4,164 ............................... 4,866 ............................ 16.86%

Vice Investigations/Arrests ................................................................................... 238 .................................. 302 ............................ 26.89%

Vice Enforcement/Arrests .................................................................................. 2,755 ............................... 2,890 .............................. 4.90%

DETENTION SERVICES DIVISION

CCDC Incarcerations ..................................................................................... 68,222 ............................. 74,785 .............................. 9.62%

Total Charges .............................................................................................. 185,284 ........................... 206,533 ............................ 11.47%

Average Length of Incarcerations (days) ................................................................. 23 .................................... 21 ............................. -8.79%

CCDC Daily Average in Custody ...................................................................... 4,379 ............................... 4,594 .............................. 4.93%

 Central Detention ............................................................................... 3,732 ............................... 3,710 ............................. -0.60%

 Home Detention .................................................................................... 646 .................................. 884 ............................ 36.83%

Performance measures
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COMMUNITY POLICING & TOURIST SAFETY DIVISIONS 2018 2019 % Change

Calls for Service - Total ................................................................................. 910,737 ........................... 874,510 ............................. -3.98%

 NEAC ............................................................................................ 103,864 ........................... 102,938 ............................. -0.89%

 NWAC ............................................................................................. 95,144 ............................. 93,713 ............................. -1.50%

 DTAC............................................................................................... 99,636 ............................. 98,557 ............................. -1.08%

 SEAC ............................................................................................. 144,721 ........................... 121,144 ........................... -16.29%

 SCAC ............................................................................................ 100,256 ........................... 101,644 .............................. 1.38%

 EAC ............................................................................................... 126,605 ........................... 101,993 ........................... -19.44%

 CCAC .............................................................................................. 70,006 ............................. 80,164 ............................ 14.51%

 SVAC ............................................................................................... 80,244 ............................. 87,651 .............................. 9.23%

 BAC ................................................................................................. 90,261 ............................. 86,706 ............................. -3.94%

 Resident Areas ................................................................................. 14,706 ............................... 9,468 ........................... -35.62%

Average Response Time for Emergency Calls (minutes) .......................................... 6.6 ................................... 6.8 .............................. 3.42%

Traffic Citations by Patrol Divisions .................................................................. 97,651 ........................... 109,116 ............................ 11.74%

Total Miles Driven  .................................................................................. 22,527,373 ...................... 22,905,472 .............................. 1.68%

Total Special Events Coordinated ...................................................................... 6,787 ............................... 7,806 ............................ 15.01%

Special Events Overtime Assigned (hours) ...................................................... 237,089 ........................... 244,927 .............................. 3.31%

New Neighborhood Watch Groups Organized ..................................................... 254 .................................. 112 ........................... -55.91%

Traffic Accidents Investigated .......................................................................... 21,958 ............................. 21,891 ............................. -0.31%

Traffic Citations by Traffic Bureau .................................................................. 126,482 ........................... 123,055 ............................. -2.71%

DUI Arrests ...................................................................................................... 3,303 ............................... 3,672 ............................ 11.17%

Traffic Fatalities ................................................................................................... 137 .................................. 111 ........................... -18.98%

Special Investigations (City and County) ............................................................ 1,075 ............................... 1,062 ............................. -1.21%

Citizen Online Reports Taken .......................................................................... 10,176 ............................. 13,120 ............................ 28.93%

HOMELAND SECURITY DIVISION

K9 Calls for Assistance ..................................................................................... 2,810 ............................... 3,434 ............................ 22.21%

Search and Rescue Operations ............................................................................ 119 .................................... 84 ........................... -29.41%

Air Support Calls for Service ............................................................................. 8,869 ............................... 9,149 .............................. 3.16%

Air Support Observations ................................................................................. 3,053 ............................... 3,601 ............................ 17.95%
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the dui strike team strikes back

Eight-year-old Levi Echenique was a third-grader 

who loved to learn, make people laugh, and play 

Minecraft.  He had his whole life ahead of him but 

was tragically killed on August 31, 2018 when an 

impaired driver, traveling at over 100 miles-per-hour, 

slammed into his family’s car. With his last words, he 

heartbreakingly asked his father how to get to heaven. 

Late summer of 2018 was a strikingly lethal time on 

Nevada roadways. In just one week, 21 people lost 

their lives to preventable traffic accidents.  Of those 

deaths, 12 in Clark County 

alone were at the hands of an 

impaired driver who made the devastating choice 

to get behind the wheel intoxicated.  Recognizing 

the urgent need to prevent these senseless deaths, 

LVMPD’s Traffic Bureau, the Nevada Highway Patrol 

(NHP), and the Nevada Office of Traffic Safety (NOTS) 

joined efforts to create the DUI Strike Team.

Sharing the same goals and challenges, LVMPD’s 

Traffic Bureau and NHP pooled police resources, 

creating a multi-jurisdictional team.  NOTS provided 

the funds to put a vehicle wrap on the LVMPD DUI 

van and initiated a public campaign to educate the 

community about the team’s mission.

The DUI Strike Team launched on October 

24, 2018 consisting of five LVMPD 

officers and three NHP troopers, 

led by an LVMPD sergeant.  

The officers work in pairs, 

relying on experience and 

tips about where to search 

for intoxicated drivers.  They also collaborate with 

local law enforcement agencies to establish DUI 

checkpoints and maximize efforts.  

Shortly prior to their one-year anniversary, the team 

of eight made their 1,000th DUI arrest. By the fall of 

2019, DUI-related fatalities were down by nearly 70% 

as compared to the same time the previous year. While 

even one death is too many, the DUI Strike Team has 

made a significant impact.

As Kathleen Bienenstein, program specialist for 

Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD) Southern 

Nevada points out, “The difference between a DUI and 

a DUI death is chance.  Every time law enforcement 

takes a drunk driver off the road, they are ensuring that 

one more child or parent or spouse or friend makes it 

home safely.  There is simply no way to calculate the 

contributions our law enforcement heroes make in the 

fight to end drunk driving.” 
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As of February 1, 2020



Seventy seconds is the average time it takes for 

LVMPD officers to head to the scene of an unreported 

shooting—all thanks to a gunshot detection system 

known as ShotSpotter.  

Clark County and City of Las Vegas officials were 

impressed enough with the results of a 2017 pilot 

program that they recently agreed to expand 

ShotSpotter. The expansion added six sites throughout 

the county, covering a total of 24 square-miles of 

area. The new locations and equipment are estimated 

to cost $4.5 million over three years. 

ShotSpotter sensors capture any noise in real-time 

that may represent gunshots. The data is confirmed 

by an acoustic expert. Location information is then 

triangulated and sent to officers who can see the 

details of the incident. The program is monitored 

24/7 by LVMPD’s Fusion Watch personnel. 

During the pilot program, these sophisticated 

surveillance devices were placed in two neighborhoods 

with high instances of gun violence. Within nine 

Gunshot detection program expansion
RESONATES THROUGH THE COMMUNITY 

months of the program’s start, ShotSpotter correctly 

identified 487 events where gunshots were fired, 65 

percent of which would have gone unreported without 

the technology. These shockingly high rates validate 

the need for this program.  Even when residents 

reported gunshots, ShotSpotter was faster than 

incoming 9-1-1 calls.

“The technology gives LVMPD the ability to analyze 

how many shooters might be involved, 

what the sequence of shots are, 

and where the shooters were 

standing at the time of the 

event,” said Captain Dori Koren 

who oversaw the expansion of the 

program.

Commissioner Marilyn Kirkpatrick 

was the driving force behind bringing in 

the technology to the Las Vegas community.  

With eight locations now in place and the full 

support of the Clark County Commission, the 

wider coverage and heightened response times 

strengthen LVMPD’s strategic approach to reducing 

violent crime and apprehending criminals throughout 

the valley.  

 

LVMPD’s arsenal of technical tools to fight violent crime 

doesn’t stop at ShotSpotter. As part of the expansion, 

LVMPD will be adding video cameras and increasing 

police presence in the community’s most challenged 

neighborhoods.   
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With over 40 million visitors a year, Las Vegas is proud 

to be considered one of the safest tourist destinations 

in the world.  The implementation of a new Bike Patrol 

office on the Las Vegas Strip is just one way LVMPD is 

staying ahead of the projected visitor growth in 2020, 

this is how we roll

boosting officer presence in the heart of “Sin City.” 

Thanks to the MGM Grand’s donation of a 3,200 

square-foot space on Las Vegas Boulevard, the bike 

units were able to relocate from the Convention 

Center Area Command several blocks away. Bike 

Patrol covers the entire Las Vegas Strip from Russell 

Road to Sahara Avenue. The bikes allow for increased 

mobility in the high traffic area.

“The advantage that Bike Patrol has is the ability to go 

anywhere,” said Sergeant Ina Rashell Zerbe. “We can 

go up and down the escalators, bridges and stairs.” 

Because they can weave in and out of pedestrian or 

vehicle traffic, officers arrive faster on an active scene 

than they would in a traditional squad car.

Since bike patrol officers do not solely handle calls 

for service, they have additional time to interact with 

tourists who have stated they feel safer. The officers’ 

proximity and access also enable more proactive 

policing efforts.  On a typical weekend night, these 

officers focus on policing large-scale events and Las 

Vegas Boulevard.

This new, centralized mini-substation has certainly 

made protecting Las Vegas’s world-famous street a 

“smoother ride.”
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Crime index

2018 2019 Crime Rate
% Change

1,603,819 1,690,019

UCR PART 1
OFFENSES  Crime Rate  Crime Rate 2018

 Actual per 100,000 Actual per 100,000 vs.
 Occurred Population Occurred Population 2019

Homicide 121 7.54 85 5.03 -33%

Forcible Rape 1,610 100.39 1,439 85.15 -15%

Robbery 2,691 167.79 2,118 125.32 -25%

Aggravated Assault 5,530 344.80 5,213 308.46 -11%

Burglary 11,968 746.22 10,646 629.93 -16%

Larceny Theft 26,757 1,668.33 28,240 1,670.99 0%

Motor Vehicle Theft 7,949 495.63 7,311 432.60 -13%

Crime Index Total 56,626 3,530.70 55,052 3,257.48 -8%

Violent Crime 9,952 620.52 8855 523.96 -16%

Property Crime 46,674 2,910.18 46,197 2,733.52 -6%

Population     5%
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* Part I Offenses      
Crimes selected by the FBI to be reported on a specified section of the Uniform Crime Report, including: murder/negligent and non-
negligent manslaughter, rape, robbery, burglary, aggravated and non-aggravated assault, larceny, motor vehicle theft and arson. 
     
      
** Part II Offenses      
Any other crime not listed as a Part I offense by the FBI in the Uniform Crime Report.

Arrests

PART I ARRESTS* 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Juvenile 1,883 1,566 1,865 1,822 1,862

Adult  18,181 17,309 18,338 19,637 21,639

Part I Total 20,064 18,875 20,203 21,459 23,501

PART II ARRESTS** 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Juvenile 1,228 1,255 1,210 1,238 1,352

Adult  44,375 47,378 46,885 52,602 62,629

Part II Total 45,603 48,633 48,095 53,840 63,981

TOTAL ARRESTS 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Juvenile 3,111 2,821 3,075 3,060 3,214

Adult  62,556 64,687 65,223 72,239 84,268

Arrest Total 65,667 67,508 68,298 75,299 87,482
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 Fatal % of  % of 
Year Collisions Change Fatalities Change

2015 117 33% 125 32%

2016 122 4% 128 2%

2017 134 10% 142 11%

2018 132 -1% 138 -3%

2019 106 -19.7% 114 -17.4%

TRAFFIC FATALITY ANALYSIS

traffic statistics
YEARLY FATAL COLLISIONS (2015-2019)

FATALITIES BY TYPE (2019)CAUSAL FACTORS (2019)
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OFFICER-INVOLVED
SHOOTING INCIDENTS

POLICE OFFICER NON-DEADLY
USE OF FORCE INCIDENTS

VEHICLE PURSUIT
INCIDENTS

Use of force

 
 Officer-Involved % Change from
Year Shootings Previous Year

2015 16 0%

2016 10 -37.5%

2017 22 120%

2018 22 0%

2019 16 -27.3%

 
 PO Non-Deadly % Change from
Year Use of Force Previous Year

2015 626 -7.5%

2016 638 1.9%

2017 622 -2.5%

2018 722 16.1%

2019 757 4.8%

 
 Vehicle Pursuit % Change from
Year Incidents Previous Year

2015 36 9.1%

2016 48 33.3%

2017 50 4.2%

2018 50 0%

2019 44 -12.0%
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The brutal stabbing of two people served as a powerful 

catalyst for change with Pastor Jose Boveda. The 

incident gave the pastor of the non-denominational 

church, My Father’s House, a calling to act. 

“It was an ugly incident,” Boveda said. “We started 

working with Metro and found out where we were 

most needed.”

Lvmpd’s growing network

Boveda had already been working with the community 

as a pastor but strengthened his efforts by reaching 

out to LVMPD.  The resulting group, now known as 

the Shield of Faith Team, brings resources like food, 

healthcare, and jobs to crime-ridden communities in 

need. 

“Our police officers are the ones who pass the food 

out,” Boveda said. “The neighborhood starts looking 

at [the police] differently. The officers drop in and 

they start building a rapport. People in the community 

begin to realize that police are human beings.” 

Throughout LVMPD’s area commands, community 

policing efforts such as this one have forged valuable 

partnerships. Police are now dialed in with leaders, 

business owners, non-profits, and faith-based 

organizations. Over time, officers working these 

programs have become a part of communities which 

had previously shut them out. Residents who were 

hesitant to talk to police are now sharing pertinent 

information about crimes.

Boveda’s programs have reached nearly 2,000 

people within Southeast Area Command’s (SEAC) 

jurisdiction. Aside from providing necessities, the 

church holds classes for adults and children which 

empower them to make better choices. Boveda says 

their job-placement program is an important part of 

reducing crime.

In 2019, violent crime dropped by 10 percent overall in 

SEAC’s jurisdiction, an accomplishment that Captain 

John Liberty credits to these types of community efforts. 

Around Boulder Highway and Tropicana Avenue, an 

area where Boveda heavily allocates resources on a 

regular basis, violent crime decreased by 43 percent.

Outreach efforts like this exist all over Clark County. 

Each of LVMPD’s area commands tailor programs 

to target issues specific to their jurisdiction. With 

programs set up across the Las Vegas Valley, Metro 

has built a vast network of community partners who 

are willing to step up alongside police.

of Community Help
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In the Northwest Area Command (NWAC), the high 

volume of domestic violence (DV) calls led to a 

partnership with SafeNest. The non-profit group sends 

a victim advocate to assist DV victims on scene in an 

effort to end the cycle of abuse. Since the initiative 

began, there has been a significant reduction of calls 

for service linked to DV victims who have benefitted 

from this program’s assistance. 

In Bolden Area Command (BAC), the creation of a 

Little League baseball program enabled officers to 

interact with kids and their parents who were normally 

skeptical of police. During the league’s inaugural 

season, violent crimes dropped by 75 percent in the 

Doolittle area where the team plays. Parents whose 

kids were on the team began to have less hesitation 

about sharing information regarding problems they 

are facing including quality-of-life and crime issues.  

 

Community-oriented policing units in the Downtown 

Area Command (DTAC) helped residents take control 

of their neighborhood block at Sunrise and 21st Street. 

Officers worked with Clark County Code Enforcement 

to hold landlords more accountable and to educate 

tenants about renter’s rights. Officers worked to fix 

problem properties and to oust tenants engaged in 

criminal activity. Shortly after the initiative began in 

2018, crime dropped by an incredible 43 percent 

on that block, and officers continue to keep those 

numbers down. 

Building and maintaining the public’s trust is a 

challenge for police departments all over the nation.  

This collaboration has unlocked a different way 

of policing, allowing for a greater level of mutual 

ownership and problem-solving in our most vulnerable 

neighborhoods. 
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There is a seismic shift happening in Las Vegas that is 

attracting a new type of tourist—sports fans.

Las Vegas has been a long-time host to many sporting 

events such as UFC fight nights, high-profile boxing 

matches, and the NBA Summer League. However, 

within the last few years, Las Vegas has transformed 

into a complete sports mecca.  

Sports mecca in the desert: 
LVMPD PREPARES FOR VEGAS’ EVOLVING TOURIST BASE

Now in their third season, the Vegas Golden Knights 

NHL team takes on opponents at the sold-out T-Mobile 

Arena multiple times a week, drawing roaring crowds 

of over 17,000 people. Additionally, the Aviators 

Minor League baseball team consistently hosts sold-

out games in their brand-new facility. Meanwhile, the 

Las Vegas Lights FC soccer team routinely packs a 

crowd at Cashman Field since their inception in 2018. 

With the much-awaited Allegiant Stadium under 

construction to host the Raiders in 2020, Las Vegas is 

bracing for the convergence of diehard football fans.  

The stadium, situated just west of the Strip, will seat 

65,000 and can expand to accommodate crowds of 

up to 72,000 people.  

In the next few years, Las Vegas will add 150,000 

rooms and invest $20 billion in construction projects 

which are currently underway in anticipation of the 

influx of tourists.   

In the middle of it all is LVMPD, whose focus is to 

provide security and maintain the right atmosphere 

to ensure the safety of tourists and citizens while 

promoting the brand of hospitality that has defined 

Las Vegas. 

Lieutenant Kendall Bell of Special Events is accustomed 

to juggling multiple events even as their numbers have 

steadily increased over the years. In 2018, the number of 

events LVMPD staffed rose 21 percent from the previous 

year. In 2019, the increase jumped again by 26 percent.
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Large events like the Electric Daisy Carnival staff 300 

officers each day. But Lieutenant Bell says he’s not 

worried about staffing since LVMPD has surrounding 

law enforcement jurisdictions to help when there is 

a “mega weekend.” Additionally, more officers have 

been hired to handle the anticipated rise in tourists 

thanks to funding granted as part of the Crime 

Prevention Act. “Luckily Sheriff Lombardo understood 

what was coming and was able to get funding for 

the level of police presence needed to handle more 

tourists,” said Deputy Chief Andrew Walsh.

Chief Walsh says Metro’s biggest safety challenge will 

be handling the mega weekend where several events 

like an open-air concert, a Golden Knights game, and 

a Raiders game will all take place concurrently. The 

presence of that many people could pose a challenge 

for law enforcement, but Chief Walsh says there are 

several ways LVMPD is preparing for the surge. 

In addition to the time-tested roadmap developed from 

managing past special events, patrol and command 

staff participate regularly in tabletop exercises, 

threat assessments, and emergency planning to 

prepare. Also, camera feeds which tie directly into 

the Department’s Fusion Watch add a separate set of 

eyes. 

Any event involving a large gathering of people 

deserves the very best planning to anticipate the 

diverse list of threats that could potentially harm a 

community.  The key to an enjoyable weekend for 

tourists comes down to strategy and communication—

something that LVMPD is vigilant about no matter the 

tourist volume. 



With Red Rock Canyon and the Spring Mountain 

Range as its backdrop, the new Summerlin Area 

Command (SAC) stands like a sentry ready to guard 

over a growing community that has eagerly awaited 

its own substation. 

The recently-opened police station had been a part of 

Summerlin’s Master Plan and became a reality after 

the Howard Hughes Corporation provided land to 

build the site at 11301 Redpoint Drive. The facility is 

the 10th substation within LVMPD’s jurisdiction. The 

boundaries contain thriving business communities 

and expanding residential neighborhoods that have 

received national acclaim as some of the best places 

to live.

Metro opens the much-anticipated  
SUMMERLIN AREA COMMAND

The opening of the 24,000 square-foot space is just 

a few miles away from Downtown Summerlin and 

promises to place officers closer to neighborhoods, 

allowing LVMPD to become more responsive to 

policing problems affecting this part of the valley. The 

goal is to improve customer service and to build a 

stronger connection between the Department and the 

community. 

With 166 commissioned officers patrolling an area 

covering 70 square miles, officer response times are 

expected to decrease. The captain and shift lieutenants 

can now prioritize their unique crime problems and 

develop the best strategies to confront them.  In-house 

detectives quickly handle the follow-up investigations 

to violent and property crimes. At the same time, 

collaborative approaches to community policing will 

strengthen. 

The area command provides residents a convenient 

location to file reports, attend community meetings 

and connect with LVMPD. Without a doubt, the 

community and LVMPD will benefit from a stronger 

sense of partnership. 
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To drive down the crime rate, solving cases and holding 

criminals responsible may be the most important 

activity a police department can do. And that’s where 

LVMPD is getting noticed.

A 58-year-old tourist traveling to Las Vegas for his 

birthday celebration was tragically shot and killed in 

a seemingly random, road-rage incident on Interstate 

15.  The only clue investigators had was witness 

sightings of a white van pulling up alongside the 

victim’s vehicle; months later, an arrest was made. 

 

A female was accosted by a nameless perpetrator at 

gunpoint; investigators found the crime was linked to 

two sexual assaults, and the serial rapist was tracked 

down and apprehended.

These are two separate examples of exceedingly 

violent crimes from 2019—unexpected and frightening 

occurrences—which ended with the capture of 

the culprit.  These endings have become more 

commonplace due to LVMPD’s new major incident 

investigations policy. Developed during early summer 

Major case protocol leaves no stone unturned

of 2019, the protocol serves as a blueprint, employing 

the best investigative practices and then mobilizing 

police personnel against the most appalling crimes.

Lieutenant Ray Spencer of LVMPD’s Homicide Unit 

said, “The major case protocol is used to front load the 

investigation with every available resource. The goal is 

to identify the suspect as quickly as possible.” To this, 

solving crime is a function of organizing and applying 

assets early on—from the first notifications.  

Deputy Chief Andy Walsh explained, “For crimes that 

shock the consciousness—ones that the public finds 

most alarming—we want to bring the full weight of 

the police department to bear down on it. It is the 

entire Department’s responsibility to solve it, not just a 

single detective who would have caught the case.” To 

get this done, Chief Walsh added, “It takes the rapid 

deployment of resources and relentless follow up—

those are the cornerstones of our success.”

The new major case protocol stresses teamwork. 

Cases are not worked alone, and an infrastructure is 

created to share information. It is an all-encompassing 

approach outlined in policy that governs the 

investigation steps. For any crime, a multitude of units 

now have investigative responsibility.  

Leadership and culture weigh into the crime-solving 

equation; investigative steps are prioritized and there 

is accountability in getting things done.  Structured 

supervisor oversight is critical for pushing operational 

tempo. 

“The protocols being utilized have brought a 

major police culture change in how we do complex 
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investigations,” Captain Sean Toman said. “They 

have dramatically improved teamwork, broadened 

communication and, most importantly, sped up the 

conclusion of the case or the arrest of the offender.  

This has been accomplished by using every specialized 

section in the Department, such as the Forensics 

Laboratory, Surveillance, Intelligence, Patrol, and 

outside agencies.”

From the start of an investigation, the Department 

works to build a solid case, running down every 

lead. Evidence is collected and analyzed, thorough 

canvasses are conducted, witnesses are identified 

and interviewed quickly, and intelligence is gathered 

and shared in a timely manner. The results from 

implementing the new protocols are promising; the 

most difficult cases are being solved and the most 

violent perpetrators are being caught.

Today, Patrol officers play an integral role in solving 

cases, and the communication between these officers 

and investigative detectives is stronger than ever. 

Often it is the uniformed cop out on the street who has 

developed solid community relationships, providing 

the opportunity for witnesses to step forward. Many 

times, it is a witness tip that provides the one piece of 

information that springs the case open.  

By means of its best practices and protocols, LVMPD 

leaves no stone unturned in protecting the public 

through education, innovation, and enforcement. 
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During the summer of 2017, multiple shootings 

occurred at the same apartment complex in Southeast 

Area Command (SEAC). Residents were fearful, and 

uncooperative victims were hesitant to talk to police. 

However, thanks to a successful collaboration with 

the Nevada Department of Public Safety (DPS) Parole 

and Probation Division, LVMPD had a valuable crime-

fighting partner with another approach.  

As a tactic to mitigate this spike in violence, DPS 

officers working at the station assisted SEAC by 

teaming up against violent crime:
SEAC AND DPS PAROLE AND PROBATION

conducting home visits of parolees and probationers 

living near the complex.  As a result, officers obtained 

information from a probationer that led to the 

successful identification and apprehension of the 

suspects responsible for these and other shootings.

This is just one example of innumerable successes that 

have resulted from this effective partnership which 

continued to expand throughout 2019.  

Formed with a shared goal to reduce violent crime, 

the two entities teamed up 

foreseeing the mutual benefits 

that could result. “Captain 

John Liberty brought this 

idea forward because with 

his background in Parole and 

Probation, he knew it would 

reduce crime,” states Deputy 

Chief James Seebock.  As 

anticipated, violent crime 

statistics have dropped since 

the partnership’s inception.  

With DPS officers working alongside LVMPD officers, 

the proximity has forged stronger professional 

relationships, information sharing, and operational 

planning. DPS officers attend SEAC briefings and 

weekly crime meetings which allows time to strategize 

how the separate groups can support one another.  

Community policing efforts have evolved through this 

partnership as well. Once a month, SEAC hosts a 

Parole and Probation status check event where upwards 

of 200 supervised individuals can check-in with their 

P&P officer.   Offenders appreciate the convenience 

of the location as it alleviates transportation issues. 

Counselors are on hand for job placement services 

and substance abuse counseling.  Since the start of 

these status check events, SEAC’s jurisdiction has 

maintained the lowest absconder rate in the valley.  

This innovative and successful partnership has proven 

to be of great value to all involved.  
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